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Three aspects of a gathering in a salon

• as a distinguished space of music making within the aristocratic or 
bourgeois house, 

• as a socially exclusive event as well 

• as a convivial gathering



Types of salon gatherings

• Level of privacy: from „Hausmusik” to balls and galas, as in
Prandau private theatre at the beginning of the 19th c.



Ideology in the salon: national movement in the
salon

in the houses of: 

1.Dragutin 
Rakovac (salon) 

2. Tadija Ferić, 

3. Ljudevit Gaj, 

4. Đuro Popović; 

Salonnières: 

5. Marija Svagelli-
Begavečka
(Jakčin) 

6. Josipa Vancaš



pro-Hungarian salon (in the Casino: Amadé
palace, former theatre)



The Hall (for Illyrian balls), now Institute for 
history of Croatian literature, theatre and music



Military private and official gatherings and balls: 
residence of the actual commander of the Zagreb 
general command



Non-political soirées: 
Bishop Juraj/Georg Haulik, 

Klotilda Vranyczany-Dobrinović-Buratti)



Musicians’ salons

Ivan Padovec

Ernest Krajanski in Varaždin



Ferdo Wiesner-Livadić in Samobor
Franjo and Anka Krežma



Granitz family with Dora Pejačević



Maja Strozzi & Bela Pečić



The repertoire in the salon

• National music in the
ideological salons

• Musicians performed their own
pieces

• Pieces especially composed for 
the salon

• Salon pieces performed in
public entertainments



Music for the salon

• Various titles with „salon” (Salon-Albums, arrangements, variations, 
potpourris or fantasies, dances etc.)

• Sentimental and virtuoso music

• Elements of folk tunes



Collection of 8 dance pieces for piano from various parts
of Croatia by Franjo Ks. Kuhač: Plesanka (Zagreb, 1893):

• Franjo Ks. Kuhač (Zagreb): “I opet”, a Dalmatian folk-dance (kolo); 
“Golub I golubica”, polka-mazur;

• Alexander Bosiljevac (Originating from Croatia, active in Sarajevo): 
“Sarajevoer Quadrille”, “nach bosnischen und hercegovinischen
Volksmelodien”;

• Franjo Serafin Vilhar (origninating from Slovenia, active in Karlovac, 
Sisak, Split, Gospić and Zagreb): “Jerino kolo”, in “durchaus
nationalem Geiste”;

• Nikola Faller (Zagreb): “Un scrupule”, “ein pikanter Walzer”;

• Vjekoslav/Aloys Rosenberg-Ružić (Split): “Gruß aus Spalato”, polka
française;

• Ante Stöhr (Varaždin): “Gruß aus Essek”, “Schnellpolka”;

• Tomo Šestak (originating from Bohemia, active in Koprivnica): “Po 
koprivnički”, polka-française

• Croatian „national” salon-dance: Salon-kolo



Dance music, salon 
dances, teachers

• Eduard Eichler from Graz: dance teacher in
1850s, „Kolo Slovensky, Mazurka, Polka-
Mazurka, Polnische Quadrille, Kör-Táncz, 
Névtelen, Csárdás, Quadrille-Française, 
Quadrille-Stirienne, Menuette, Lançe-
Quadrille, Jeni-Polka, Deutsch und Polka 
einfach”

• A. J. Brüll: in 1850s „Lehrer der 
Gymnastik“ and dance teacher

• Pietro Coronelli from Italy: since 1859 
dance-master, coreographer



National – international

• Authors: mostly „Kleinmeister”, also
some female authors

• Brought national elements

• Variety of instruments: piano, guitar, 
but also violin, cello; tamburica –
national instrument, but performed
international repertoire, often salon 
pieces, performed for tamburica
orchestra



Conclusion
1. variety of types of cultural and musical gatherings 

• from the perspective of privacy (i.e. from entirely private to 
various levels of semi-private meetings),

• from the perspective of location (i.e. in one’s own house, rented 
space, open-air gatherings),

• from the perspective of attitude and topics of the meeting 
(political, cultural, specifically musical, mixed)

• from the perspective of social participation (aristocratic, 
bourgeois, military officials, church dignitaries, mixed).



2. some characteristics of the salons in Civil Croatia

• political salons were more regular in Zagreb as the centre of political power, especially 
before the 1848/49 revolution and the subsequent period of neo-absolutism. Possibly – and 
some future investigation should prove or deny it – they existed in Zagreb also during the 
second half of the nineteenth century, as well as outside Zagreb;

• (prevailingly) non-political gatherings were organized throughout the ‘long nineteenth 
century’, especially those with professional and amateur musicians, regardless of their 
status and social background (nobility and citizens, military or clergy);

• music in the salons was not always strictly composed for this purpose and shows a certain 
variety; thus, along with sentimental pieces, there were patriotic ones, by both local and 
international composers, virtuoso compositions as well as arrangements of folk-songs or 
operatic arias;

• although the majority of houses where salons were organized possessed pianos, there were 
also other instruments used (cello, violin, guitar) as well as vocals;

• the growing quantity of salons towards the end of the nineteenth century, points to the 
growing bourgeoisie and its tendency towards artistic and cultural participation, but also in 
their intention to participate in political networks. Salon gatherings were a perfect 
opportunity to be acquainted with relevant people (both in the political and the artistic 
worlds).



Fashion in the salon 
(Luna, 1844)


